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Available in the following models, avionics and shapes: - Original. - Microsoft Flight Simulator X -
Aviation in Work. At the same time, I also have the Acceleration - paid version, and it is the following
one that does not download. In no case, I have to have to complete the activated MSFSX before I can

install the flight pack. Acceleration Working.By completing your order, you understand that the
products(s) you are purchasing are U.S. models and may have power / voltage requirements

different from that of your country. Please see our Technical Support Page or contact us if you are
uncertain as to whether your products can be powered and used in your particular country. Note:

Dates & times on auction listings are subject to change without notice. Special orders are subject to
back order. Ships Everywhere. Enter your model number close ENTER YOUR MODEL NUMBER

CUSTOMER REVIEWS: Rated 5 out of 5 by techweb from Big differenceThis is one easy and affordable
solution. We found the price at other electronic stores was at least $50 higher. These jacks are big

enough to accommodate the plugs of virtually any cell phone, providing a long line of
communications. Date published: 2015-02-06 Rated 5 out of 5 by richardp from Plug light inline with
the wall...great device!I have searched everywhere for a small inline jack that will plug into the wall.
All of them take up a lot of room. I ran the same phone line into a wall plug and used the inline jack
located in the back. No issues so far. Date published: 2015-01-27 Rated 5 out of 5 by Marco from
Works great! I have an iPhone 4 and I love the cable. It works great for my needs. Date published:

2015-01-26 Rated 5 out of 5 by PhilB1 from Plugging in for phone calls and chargingI have 4 "smart"
phones at the office which require charging and/or phone calls. My current solution is to charge my
phone on a desk which is all wrong! A plug is just what I needed. I also charged one of my "smart"

phones at home with the Grate Plug/Phone Charger. The phone is charging from the plug located in
the back of the charger.
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